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Knowledge Organiser guidance
The knowledge organiser is a book that sets out the important, useful
and powerful knowledge of a single topic on one page.
When used effectively, Knowledge Organisers are useful in:
• Helping build a foundation of factual knowledge.
• Embedding revision techniques for now and future studies (A-Level,
College, University)
• Allowing knowledge to become stored in long term memory which
frees up working memory for more complex ideas. It also allows you
to connect concepts together, even across subjects

Homework expectations
EACH NIGHT you should spend at least 1 hour per night on homework.
3 subjects per night x 20 minutes per subject= 1 hour. Use the homework
timetable as a guide to what subjects to complete each night.
Complete all work in your exercise book and make sure you bring your
knowledge organiser to school EVERYDAY (in your coloured folder).
Every FRIDAY morning the week’s worth of KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
homework will be checked in Family Group time and detentions issued
for work not complete, or not up to standard.

Subject Homework
In addition to knowledge organiser homework, subjects will be setting
additional homework tasks for completion. This is to further augment
the knowledge organiser material and develop the skills and
understanding in the subject areas.

Homework Timetable
Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

Maths

Option A

Option C

Tuesday

English

Option B

Option C

Wednesday

Maths

RE

Option D

Thursday

English

Science

Option A

Friday

Maths

Science

Option B

Year 10

Equipment Checklist
Pencil case

Knowledge Organiser

2 Black or Blue pens

2 pencils and Eraser

Green Pen

Pencil Sharpener

Mini whiteboard and pen

Calculator

Ruler

Maths geometry set

Class book

Homework Checklist
Week 1

Week 2

Students will also be assigned ENGLISH reading activities on
www.CommonLit.org and MATHS activities with short explanatory videos
on the online platform of https://mathswatch.co.uk.
It is also recommended to take advantage of FREE online revision tools
such as www.senecalearning.com or the recently updated BBC BITESIZE.
It is also recommended that students regularly READ a variety of fiction
and non fiction books of their choosing.

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Half term
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

1

Retrieval activity ideas
Here are some activities that you can try at home with your knowledge organiser to help revise. There are even more strategies on page 3.

2

The science of Learning- How to revise effectively
DUAL CODING
Dual coding is the process of combining visual and written materials.
You can visually represent materials using methods such as info
graphics, timelines, cartoon/comic strips, diagrams and graphic
organisers. Combing images with words or explaining an image
makes it more likely to ‘stick’.
ELABORATION
When talking about studying, elaboration
involves explaining and describing ideas with
many details. Elaboration also involves making
connections among ideas you are trying to
learn. Ask yourself questions about a topic to
delve deeper. The more information you have
about a specific topic the stronger your grasp
and ability to recall.

CONCRETE EXAMPLES
When you’re studying, try to think about
how you can turn ideas you’re learning
into concrete examples. Making a link
between the idea you’re studying and a
real life example, concrete example, can
help students understand abstract ideas
and make it ‘stick’.

INTERVEAVING
Interleaving is a process where you combine
multiple subjects and topics while you study
in order to improve learning. Switch between
ideas and make links between them during a
study session. Interleaving has been shown
to lead to better long-term retention

SPACED PRACTISE
Divide up your revision into short
manageable chunks of time . When revising
aim for 20 - 30 minutes per session. Five
hours spread out over two weeks is better
than the same five hours all at once. This is
spaced practice and it is regarded as one of
the most effective revision strategies.
RETRIEVAL PRACTICE
Through the act of retrieval, or calling information to mind, our
memory for that information is strengthened and forgetting is less
likely to occur. Retrieval practice ideas include: Read, cover, write,
check, flashcards and brain dumps.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term- ENGLISH – JEKYLL AND HYDE
Chapter 1:Story of the door:
Who

What

Notes

1) Utterson

Never lighted by a smile

U is ‘austere’, serious, strict, avoids frivolity

Austere

U represses his desire for pleasure. Strives to conform to restrictive social mores

I let my brother go to the devil in his own way.

Avoids gossip, doesn’t judge: is he tolerant or selfish here?

When the wine was to his taste something eminently human beaconed
from his eye
The buildings are so packed together

U’s ‘austere’ demeanour could be an act/veneer-drink removes his inhibitions.

2) Setting

Setting is claustrophobic and restrictive, mirroring the social mores. Gothic fiction involves
entrapment!

Neither bell nor knocker

House is private, mirroring the theme of secrecy.

3) Utterson

Though he enjoyed the theatre, had not crossed the doors of one for
twenty years

U is Paranoid: extreme obsession with reputation results in bizarre/absurd behavior. U
avoids frivolity

4) U and E

Looked singularly dull BUT chief jewel of each week

U and E walk in public to enhance reputation. Contrived.

5) Enfield

You start a question its like starting a stone
The more it looks like Queer Street, the less I ask

E avoids gossip: is he being tolerant or selfish here? E is a hypocrite: he is fascinated by
Hyde’s story!

6) Hyde

Tramples ‘calmly’ on a child ‘like some damned juggernaut’

H attacks the vulnerable. H is cold, callous. gratuitous violence, like an automaton.

7) Enfield

Make his name stink

8) Enfield on
Hyde

Gave me one look so ugly that it brought out the sweat on me like running

E threatens to ruin H’s reputation and cause a scandal. H pays money to avoid trouble. E and
H are immoral!
H is repulsive, abhorrent, causes psychosomatic reaction in E. Links to U.Class stereotypes of
lower class (a group seen as deviant, criminal, immoral).
Link to Uncanny: ambiguous/vague. Victorians thought certain physiologies caused
criminality (Physiognomy): ugly=criminal.

There is something wrong with his appearance; something displeasing,
something downright detestable A strong feeling of deformity, although I
couldn’t specify the point

Chapter 2: The Search for Mr Hyde:
Who
9) Lanyon
10) L on J

What
Boisterous and decided manner
Jekyll became too fanciful for me, he began to go wrong,
wrong in mind Such unscientific balderdash

Notes
Stevenson commenting on arrogance of science (challenged traditional/religious beliefs).
J=transcendental medicine. L=empirical science. J=Victorians associated science with supernatural because
incomprehensible. L=Victorians associated science with arrogance/immorality (challenged the church)

11) U
meets H

Fronted about with an air of defiance
Snarled aloud into a savage laugh
Pale and dwarfish
Murderous mixture of timidity and boldness
Troglodytic
The ghost of some old sin, the cancer of some concealed
disgrace

H defies social mores/is immoral/doesn’t conform. H represents U.Class repressed desires.
H is sinister, feral, atavistic (represents Victorian fears of evolution)
H is depraved/disease to society. J is ‘tall fine build of a man’. Hierarchy of status: J is superior (like class system)
H is antithetical. Contradictory nonsensical description (like U.Class prejudice=incoherent/irrational)
Link to Victorian fears of evolution. Caveman=uncivilized/feral. U.Class repress all savage/uncivilized impulses.
U suspects J has past vices. U suspects blackmail. ‘cancer’=moral depravity and sin are a societal disease to be
avoided.

Humbled to the dust by the many ill things he had done

U is archetypal Victorian Gent-he is perfect! (here U is paranoid and insecure)

12) H
13) U on J
14) U
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Year 10 – Trinity Term- ENGLISH – JEKYLL AND HYDE
Chapter 3: Dr Jekyll was quite at Ease
Who
15) J on L

What
Hide bound pedant, Lanyon

Notes
J (transcendental) vs L (Empirical). Victorian fears and disdain for science

16) J on H

It isn’t what you fancy; it is not so bad as that

J implicitly referring to blackmail/illicit homosexuality

17) Jekyll

Asks U to help Hyde if J disappears

Close bonds of support and secrecy between U.Class men

Chapter 4: Carew Murder Case
Who

What

18) Hyde
19) The
Attack

Ape like fury
Feral, brutal, savage, malevolent, uncivilized, relentless,
1)
Unprovoked attack: SDC was bowing to greet H. SDC was genteel and polite (paragon of propriety and decorum). SDC is antithesis of H.
2)
Victim: old, frail, vulnerable. MP=symbolizes society and civilization-H attacks the establishment
3)
Nature of attack: No valuables taken. Makes H hard to understand-he is motivated by sadism. H is volatile
4)
Weapon left=H doesn’t care about ramifications or being caught
5)
‘bones audibly shattered’= visceral, barbaric attack
6)
Maid faints: accentuates brutality of attack.

Notes

Chapter 5: Incident of the Letter:
Who
20)
Utterson

What
Notes
Suspects J is covering for H (blackmail/homosexual subtext)
Handwriting of J and H are similar
Graphology (Victorian pseudo-science) claimed that personality/morality could be judged by handwriting

Chapter 6: Remarkable Incident of Dr Lanyon
Who

What

Notes

21) Lanyon

his flesh had fallen away
Deep seated terror of the mind
A doomed man

Shock of seeing H transform to J (explained in CH9) kills L. Links to idea that science is a threat/Victorian fears of science. H symbolizes
human capacity for evil: L is shocked by this-like all U.Class men, L aims for perfection/represses desires for sin. When confronted with
the thing he tries to ignore (evil/transgression) he is shocked and dies

Chapter 7: Incident at the Window:
Who

What

Notes

22) Jekyll
23) E and
U

Slams the window to avoid E and U seeing transformation
E and U see J through the window

J cannot control the transformations now
Symbolizes lack of privacy for U.Class men

Chapter 8: The Last Night:

Who
24) Poole on J

What
My master is a tall fine build of a man

25) Poole on H
26)Hyde

That masked thing like a monkey
H has been asking Poole to get a drug for him

Notes
Compare to H ‘pale and dwarfish’ hierarchy between them: J is supposed to be on top but H ends up more
powerful
Atavism/fears of evolution/feral/primitive/bestial
7
Theme of addiction: to drug/sin/freedom/

5

Year 10 – Trinity Term- ENGLISH – JEKYLL AND HYDE
Chapter 9: Dr Lanyon’s Narrative
Who
27) Lanyon

What
My life is shaken to its roots

Notes
Link to idea that science is a threat/Victorian fears of science

28) Lanyon

After J’s party in CH6, L receives letter from J asking L to get
a drawer from J’s house (containing notebook and vial)

Notebook explains that slowly the potion has stopped working: J has built up tolerance/become immune.
Symbolises the normalization of transgression: the more you do, the more acceptable it becomes?

29) Hyde

Transformation in front of Jekyll

Gothic/supernatural/fears of science. L witnesses (like maid witnessing H battering SDC): reader encouraged
to share their shock

Chapter 10: Henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the Case
Who
30)
Jekyll

What
That man is not truly one, but truly two

Notes
Duality of man. Evil+Good

Extraneous evil

J claims H is separate (contradicts himself: compare to ‘not truly one, but truly two’ Is ‘extraneous evil’ the social
mores?

A solution to the bonds of obligation

H is a ‘solution’ to problem of restrictive social mores. ‘bonds’=Victorian society is imprisoning/an entrapment (Gothic
theme)

Like a school boy, strip off these lendings and spring
headlong into the sea of liberty

H excites J: ‘like a school boy’=exhilarating. ‘sea of liberty’=ignore social mores/indulge in transgressions and
immorality.

Commingled out of good and evil

Human psyche is a mixture not two separate things. evil and good are intertwined

Like a thick cloak

Similar to ‘extraneous evil’. J claims H is separate (contradicts himself) but WHY?
1)
human psychology is too complex to comprehend
2)
J is deliberately being evasive to avoid culpability
3)
J is deluded and is lying to himself to avoid guilt and shame

I was slowly losing hold of my original and better self, and H eventually overpowers J. Evil side begins to take control
becoming slowly incorporated with my second and worse
If I am the chief of sinners, I am the chief of sufferers also ‘sufferers’=J suffers under societal expectations. Repressing his desire to sin=suffering. Guilt of actions as H=suffering.
Evil side taking control=suffering. Denying innate capacity for transgression=suffering.
The animal within me

Atavism/fears of evolution-humans are similar to animals

this brief condescension to evil finally destroyed the
balance of my soul’
Men have before hired bravos to transact their crimes,
while their own person and reputation sat under shelter

Temptation leads to further damage. repressing sin ‘brief condescension’ avoids moral depravity.

Secret pleasures

Perhaps he only initially wanted to indulge in transgressions like drinking/prostitution not murder

Secrecy/reputation. Public behavior is a veneer/act. H is a ‘bravos’ and a ‘thick cloak’ to ‘shelter’ J from judgment and
criticism
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Year 10 – Trinity Term 1- Mathematics- Foundation - Transformations
Important Ideas

Q& A

Key Facts & Formula

A vector has both direction
and magnitude.
𝐴𝐵 = −𝐵𝐴
If two vectors have the same
magnitude and direction,
they are equal.
The resultant vector is the
vector that results from
adding two or more vectors
together.
if a =

4
4

and b =

4
then a + b =
4
6
2

+

This can be
represented
graphically or with
column vector
notation

2
−2
2
−2

=

MathsWatch References
Vocabulary

48

Reflections

Object

Starting shape

49

Rotations

Image

Created by a transformation

50

Translations

Congruent

Two shapes are exactly the same

148

Enlargements

Similar

Two shapes with the same angles but different
length sides

174

Introductions to Vectors

219

Vectors
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Year 10 – Trinity Term 2- Mathematics- foundation – sequences
Important Ideas

Q& A

Key Facts & Formula

shapes and graphs
Vocabulary
Linear
Sequence

A number pattern with a common
difference.

Fibonacci
Sequence

A sequence where the next number is
found by summing the previous two
terms

Quadratic
Sequence

A sequence of numbers where the
second difference is constant.

Term-toterm rule

A rule which allows you to find the next
term in a sequence if you know the
previous term.

nth term
rule

A rule which allows you to calculate the
term that is in the nth position of the
sequence.

MathsWatch References
37

Generating sequences – term to term

102

Generating a sequence from nth term

103

Finding the nth term

104

Special sequences

141

Fibonacci Sequences

10
8

Year 10 – Trinity Term 1- Mathematics- HIGHER – Transformations, shapes and graphs

11
9

Year 10 – Trinity Term 2- Mathematics- higher – Circle Theorems; Equations of circles and
tangents; Gradients and area under a graph; Functions
Gradient and area under graphs

Graphs of functions

Distance-time graph

Quadratic graph

Circle theorems

Velocity-time graph

Cubic graph

Exponential graph

Reciprocal graph

Equation of a circle, gradient of a radius

Trigonometric graphs
MathsWatch References
116, 183, 184, 208

Circles, tangents, circle theorems

143, 216 a, b

Distance-time, Velocity-time graph

161

Cubic, reciprocal graph

195 a, b

Trigonometric graphs

140

Solving simultaneous equations
graphically
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – science - Physics - Waves

4

11

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science - Physics - Waves

4

12

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science - Physics - Waves

4

13

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- rates of reaction

4

14

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- rates of reaction

4

15

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- rates of reaction

4

16

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- rates of reaction

4

17

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- rates of reaction

4

18

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- hydrocarbons

4

19

Year 10 – Trinity Term – science – chemistry- hydrocarbons

4

20

Year 10 – Trinity Term – Geography – Paper 3
1

Biosphere

The living layer of Earth and between the
lithosphere and the atmosphere

15

Goods

Items that can be picked up, touched, seen and sold
such as timber.

2

Biomes

A large scale ecosystem such as tropical
rainforests

16

Ecosystem

3

Latitudes

How far north or south a location is from the
equator.

A localized biome made up of living things and their
non-living environment.

17

4

Tropical
Rainforest

Located in the tropics close to the equator.
Receives 2000mm of precipitation a year and
an average temperature of 28⁰C.

Net Primary
Productivity (NPP)

A measure of how much new plant and animal
growth is added to biome each year.

18

Carbon Sink

Natural stores for carbon containing chemical
compounds, like carbon dioxide or methane.

5

Hot desert

Located along the Tropic of Cancer and
Capricorn at 30⁰ N and S of the equator.
Receives less than 250mm precipitation a
year. They are diurnal, meaning it is very hot
in the day 40⁰C and 0⁰C in the night.

19

Carbon
Sequestration

Removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and
locking it up in biotic material.

20

Photosynthesis.

The process by which green plants and some other
organisms use sunlight to synthesize nutrients from
carbon dioxide and water.

21

Pessimistic View of
population growth.

Population will eventually grow so large that the
plant will run out of food, water, energy and other
resources.

22

Optimistic view of
population growth.

As population grows, humans invent new
technologies to allow more food to be grown and
more resources to be supplied.

23

Positive Checks

Malthus believed that war, starvation and famine
would reduce population growth and secure supplies
of resources.

24

Preventative Checks.

Malthus believed that people marrying later and
having less children would also secure resources.

25

Indigenous
Populations.

The original people of a region.

23

Ranching

Rearing cattle.

24

Timber

Deforested trees that will be used for furniture.
Paper etc.

25

Ecosystem services

A collective term for all the ways human benefit
from ecosystems.

6

Precipitation

Anything wet falling from the sky ie. Rain or
snow.

7

Biotic

Living part of the biome (flora and fauna)

8

Abiotic

Non-living part of the biome and includes the
atmosphere, rock and soil.

9

Altitutudinal
Zonation

The change in ecosystems a different altitudes
caused by alterations in temperature,
precipitation and nutrient levels.

10

Biodiversity

The number of different plants and animals in
one area.

11

Hydrological cycle

The water cycle.

12

Nutrient cycle

Nutrients move between the biomass, litter
and soil.

13

Taiga

The world’s biggest forest- Coniferous forest
in extreme North – between 50 and 60⁰N.

14

Biomass

Sum of all living parts of an area.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Geography – People and the Biosphere
Biomes= A life-support system
Provisioning services (goods)

Supporting Services

Products obtained from the ecosystem

These keep the ecosystem healthy so it can
provide the other services

Food, nuts, berries, fish, game, crops.
Fuelwood.
Timber for building and other uses.
Genetic and chemical material.

Nutrient cycle
Photosynthesis and food webs.
Soil

Regulating Services

Cultural Services

These services link to other physical systems and
keep areas and the whole planet healthy.

These are the benefits people get from visiting or
living in a healthy ecosystem.

Storing carbon and emitting oxygen, which keep
the atmosphere in balance.
Purifying water and regulating the flow of water
within the hydrological cycle.

Recreation and tourism
Education and tourism
Education and science
Spiritual well being and happiness

Boserup- An
optimistic
approach
“Necessity is the
mother of
invention”- 1965
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – History – Paper 2- Elizabeth- challenges at home and abroad 1569-88
Challenges to Elizabeth at Home and Abroad 1569-88
1
Elizabeth faced many serious threats both within England and from aboard. Many
still wanted Mary Queen of Scots on the throne. Philip II of Spain also wanted to
remove Elizabeth from the throne. Spain and England were religious and political
rivals. There was particular tension when Drake tried to challenge Spanish
dominance in the New World.
Key events
2
1492 Discovery of the New World
3
1567 Spanish travel to Netherlands to crush Protestant revolt.
4
1568 Mary Queen of Scots arrives in England
5
1569 Revolt of the Northern Earls
6
1570 Elizabeth excommunicated
7
1571 The Ridolfi Plot
8
1572 Elizabeth hired Drake as a privateer
9
1576 Spanish Fury and Pacification of Ghent
10
1577-80 Drake circumnavigated the globe.
11
1583 Throckmorton Plot
12
1584 Treaty of Joinville
13
1585 Act of Preservation of the Queen's Safety/Treaty of Nonsuch
14
1586 Babington Plot
15
1587 Mary Queen of Scots executed
16
1587 Attack on Cadiz
17
1588 Spanish Armada
Key Words
21
New World
22
Revolt of the Northern
Earls
23
Ann Percy
24
Jane Neville
25
Mary Queen of Scots
26
Thomas Howard, Duke of
Norfolk
27
Charles Neville, Earl of
Westmorland
28
Thomas Percy, Earl of
Northumberland
29
James Pilkington
30

Civil War

North and South America.
When northern earls encouraged Catholics to rebel.
Wife of Thomas Percy.
Wife of James Neville and Duke of Norfolk’s sister.
Supported the plan to marry the Duke of Norfolk.
One of England’s most senior nobles and a
Protestant.
Duke of Norfolk’s brother in law and from an
important Catholic family.
Had been important under previous monarchs, but
as a Catholic he had been side-lined.
Appointed Archbishop of Durham.
A war between people in the same country.

31

Conspiracy

A secret plan with the aim of doing something illegal.

32
33

Papal Bull
Council of the North

34

Ridolfi Plot

35
36

Priest holes
Hanged, drawn and
quartered

A written order by the Pope.
Used to implement Elizabeth’s laws and authority in the North of
England.
Plan to murder Elizabeth, launch a Spanish attack and put Mary Queen
of Scots on the throne.
Secret hiding places for Catholic priests.
A type of punishment used when the accused was found guilty of high
treason. The accused would be hanged until near dead, cut open, have
their intestines removed and were finally chopped into four pieces.

37

Throckmorton Plot

Plan for the French Duke of Guise to invade England, free Mary ,
overthrow Elizabeth and restore Catholicism in England.

38
39

Sir Francis Walsingham
Babington Plot

Elizabeth’s Secretary of State.
The Duke of Guise would invade England and put Mary on the throne.

40
41

Act of Preservation of the
Queen's Safety
Agent provocateurs

42

Foreign Policy

43

Privateer

44
45
46

Francis Drake
Circumnavigate
Autonomy

47

Spanish Fury

In the event of Elizabeth’s assassination, Mary would be banned from
the succession.
Agents who become part of groups suspected of wrongdoing and
encourage other members to break the law so that potential threats
can be identified and arrested.
The aims or objectives that guide a nation’s relations with other
states.
Individuals with their own armed ships that capture other ships for
their cargo, often with the support and authorisation of the
government.
Elizabeth hired him as a privateer.
To travel all the way around the world.
The right to self government, so people of one country can manage
its own affairs.
The Spanish rampaged through Dutch provinces as they left.

48

Pacification of Ghent

49

Mercenary

50

Treaty of Joinville

51
52

Treaty of Nonsuch
Singeing of the King of
Spain’s beard
Tilbury Speech

53

Spanish troops expelled from Netherlands, political autonomy to be
returned and end of religious persecution.
A soldier who fights for money rather than a nation or a cause.
The King of France and the King of Spain became allies against
Protestantism.
Effectively put England and Spain at war.
Drake sailed into Cadiz harbour, Spain’s most important Atlantic port,
and over 3 days destroyed 30 ships.
Elizabeth’s famous speech to her troops before the Armada.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – History – Paper 2- Elizabeth- Society in the Age of Exploration 1558-88
Elizabethan Society in the Age of Exploration 1558-88
1
Elizabeth’s I’s reign was a time of expansion with growth in many different
areas of society and life.
Key events
1563 Statute of Artificers
2
1570 Norwich Survey
3
1572 Vagabonds Act
4
1576 Poor Relief Act
5
1580 Drake returns from circumnavigating the globe with spices, treasure and
6
tales of Nova Albion.
7
1584 Raleigh begins planning new colonisation attempt by sending a fact
finding mission to Virginia.
8
1585 Colonists set sail for North America and begin the English colonisation of
Virginia.
9
1586 Surviving colonists abandon Virginia and return to England
10
1587 New group of colonists arrive in Virginia and establish colony at Roanoke
11
1590 English sailors arrive at Roanoke only to find it abandoned
Key Concepts
12
Education – Expanded during Elizabeth’s reign but it was expensive and
mostly for boys. The large majority of people were illiterate.
13
Pastimes – Theatre thrived. Elizabethan leisure was similar to modern day but
sport was much more violent.
14

15

Population Growth – During the reign of Elizabeth, population grew by as
much as 35%. Food prices rose, wages fell and enclosure brought problems.
The urban poor grew and poverty was a real problem.
Exploration by Drake led to conflict with Spain over the New World.

16

Attitudes – Unemployment was recognised as a genuine issue.

17

Poverty was an issue that Elizabeth wanted to address.

Key Words
18
Social mobility
19
Humanists
20

Grammar schools

Being able to change your position in society.
Believed that learning was important in its own
right and not for just practical reasons.
Private schools set up for boys considered bright
who largely came from well off families in
towns.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Apprentice
Petty schools
Dame schools
Pastimes
Mystery plays
Globe
Alms
Poor relief
Itinerants

31

Enclosure

32

Rural depopulation

33
34

Subsistence farming
Vagabonds

35

Economic recession

36

Deserving poor

Someone learning a trade or a skill.
Set up in a teacher’s home. For boys.
Set up in a teacher’s home. For girls.
Activities for leisure.
Plays base on the Bible and saints’ stories.
Shakespeare’s theatre.
Charity
Financial help.
People who had moved from their home parishes
looking for work.
The process of replacing large, open fields that were
farmed by villages with individual fields belonging to
one person.
When the population of the countryside falls as people
move away in search of a better life.
Growing just enough to feed the family but not to sell.
Homeless people without jobs who roamed the
countryside begging for money or perhaps committing
crimes in order to survive.
When a fall in demand leads to falling prices and
businesses
People
unable losing
to work money.
because of illness or old age.

37
38
39

Idle poor
Triangular trade
Quadrant/ Astrolobe

People who were fit to work but didn’t.
Route from Europe to Africa to the Americas.
Used by sailors to help with navigation at sea.

40
41
42
43

Cartographer
Galleons
Colonies
Monopoly

Map maker.
Ships that were much larger than traditional trading ships.
Land under the control or influence of another country.
When one person or company controls the supply of something.

44

Nova Albion

Region named by Drake, probably north of modern day San Francisco.

45

Walter Raleigh

Explorer who encouraged colonists to Virginia.

46
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Barter
Manteo and Wanchese

To exchange goods for other goods.
Two native American Indians who came back to England.

48

Native Americans

People who lived in the New World before the colonists.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – History – Paper 3- Weimar Germany
The Weimar Republic
1
This was the name given to Germany after the Kaiser had
abdicated in November 1918. This was a time of despair and
hope for Germany. At first, the country faced lots of chaos but
under Gustav Stresemann, there was some stability.
Key events
2
1918 World War One ended. The Kaiser abdicated and Germany
became a country without a monarch (a Republic).
3
1919 January Spartacist Uprising
4
1919 June Signing of the Treaty of Versailles
5
1919 August Weimar Constitution finalised
6
1920 Kapp Putsch
7
1923 French occupation of the Ruhr and hyperinflation
8
1924 Dawes Plan
9
1925 Locarno Pact
10
1926 Germany joins League of Nations
11
1928 Kellogg Briand Pact
12
1929 Young Plan
Key Concepts
13
The Weimar Republic faced much opposition. It was disliked by
the left wing who wanted Germany to be like Communist Russia
and it was disliked by the right wing who wanted the monarchy
back.
14
The Treaty of Versailles caused many problems for Germany.
The German people disliked the politicians for signing it and it
caused political problems and economic problems.
15
Gustav Stresemann helped to bring about recovery in Germany
after 1924. He solved economic problems by making friends
with other countries. However, historians have very different
views about the extent of this recovery.
16
The Golden Age was the period from 1924-29 and it saw
significant changes in culture, the standard of living and the
position of women.

Key Words
17

Abdication

When a monarch leaves the throne

18
19
20
21

Republic
Ebert
Stresemann
Article 48

22
23
24

Kaiser
Armistice
Weimar

25

Constitution

26
27
28

Reichstag
Gewaltfrieden
Freikorps

29
30
31

Rentenmark
Hyperinflation
Dawes Plan

32

Young Plan

33

Treaty of
Versailles
Locarno Pact

A country without a King or a Queen
The first President of the Republic
The Chancellor of Germany from the Summer of 1923
The President could use this to ignore the Reichstag and
rule as he saw fit
King
An agreement to end war
The new government could not meet in Berlin as it was
so dangerous, so they met here instead
This is an agreement about how the country would be
ruled
German parliament
An enforced peace
Ex military soldiers who wanted to overthrow the
Republic
The currency of Germany after November 1923
When money loses its value
An agreement where the USA would lend Germany
money
This lowered the reparations payment and gave
Germany longer to pay
This decided how Germany was going to be treated after
WW1
An agreement on borders signed by Britain, France, Italy
and Belgium
65 counties including Germany agreed to resolve conflict
peacefully
A government of two or more political parties
25
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Kellogg Briand
Pact
Coalition

Year 10 – Trinity Term – religious STUDIES – Religion and family life [Christian ETHICS]
Key Words

Adultery

Artificial
Contraception

Cohabitation

Divorce
Family
Planning

Having sex with someone who is
not your husband or wife,
outside of marriage
Methods of preventing
pregnancy e.g. condoms, the
pill, the coil
Living and starting a family with
someone who you are not
married to
The legal ending of a marriage

Gender
Discrimination

Using a woman’s natural cycle
of fertility to try and avoid
pregnancy
Acting against people based on
their gender

Gender
Prejudice

Holding biased opinions about
people based on their gender

Heterosexual

Sexual attraction to the
opposite gender
Sexual attraction to the same
gender
A legal and religious ceremony
joining two people together in
love
Bringing babies into the world

Homosexual
Marriage

Procreation
Remarriage

Marrying someone else after
divorce
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – religious STUDIES – Religion and life [Christian ETHICS]
Abortion
Big Bang Theory

Dominion
Euthanasia
Evolution
Heaven

Hell

Judgement
Liberal

Literalist

Natural
Resources
Purgatory

Quality of Life

Sanctity of Life
Stewardship
Vegetarian

Key Words
The ending of a pregnancy
Scientific theory of the creation of
the universe through a large
explosion
The power humans have over God’s
creation
The painless killing of a terminally ill
patient
Scientific theory of the
development of humans from apes
Paradise where those judged good
go after death to be forever with
God
Damnation where those judged bad
go after death to be forever without
God
After death Christians believe you
are judged by God
A type of Christian who reads the
Bible as stories, myths and
metaphors
A type of Christian who believes the
Bible is literally true + the word of
God
Materials found in nature (e.g. coal,
oil) which are exploited by humans
Where Catholics believe souls are
purified after death + before
heaven
How easy or difficult someone’s life
is – e.g. cancer causes a low quality
of life
The belief that all life is sacred as
man is made in God’s image
The responsibility God gave humans
to look after the world
The choice not to eat animals
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – French -Au college - Vocabulaire du français au GCSE
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – French -Au college - Vocabulaire du français au GCSE
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Spanish - De costumbre- Vocabulario Vale Higher
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Spanish - De costumbre- Vocabulario Vale Higher
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Drama- Devising Log 1
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Drama- Devising Log 2
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Drama- The Crucible
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Year 10 – Trinity Term 1 – computer science -programming project
.. Stage 1: Analysis
The purpose of the analysis stage is to identify the requirements of the problem and
what
the proposed solution will do to meet the requirements.
The analysis tasks are to:
● analyse the given problem and identify the requirements of the program that will
be
designed, implemented and tested
● decompose the problem into manageable sub-problems, with an explanation of
each.
An introduction to the problem, in prose, will demonstrate an understanding of
abstraction.
The decomposed list of requirements can be presented in prose or as a bulleted list,
with
each requirement clearly identified.
Decomposition requires choices to be made, in this case by breaking the given
problem down
into sub-problems that will be designed and implemented later. A description of
what each
sub-problem will do is required, it can be presented in prose or as a bulleted list. An
explanation, in prose, of the reasons why the decomposition submitted is the most
appropriate to meet requirements must also be included

Report content for analysis
For this stage, the report should include:
● a short introduction to the problem
● a list of the requirements of the problem that will be programmed
● decomposition of the problem into sub-problems, including
o a short description of what each of the sub-problems will do
o a short explanation of the reasoning behind the decomposition
submitted.

Stage 2: Design
The purpose of the design stage is to describe what has to be done when
implementing the
solution and to suggest an appropriate strategy to test the solution.
2.1 Solution design
An algorithm or algorithms should be designed that meet/s the
requirements of the problem
using appropriate conventions (flowchart, pseudo-code, written
description). Program code
using the chosen language must not be included in the design solution.
The algorithm(s) should:
● show detailed decomposition into sub-problems and how they link
together
(if appropriate)
● demonstrate clear abstraction (for example by including
parameterisation,
links between components)
● include inputs, processes and outputs
● use all three basic programming constructs: sequence, selection and
iteration.
Report content for solution design
● the algorithm(s) any refinements to the design identified during implementation, with

reasons for the refinements.
The test strategy should be presented in prose. An example of a table that could be used for
the initial test plan is shown below. When constructing test data for the initial test plan,
normal data is data that the program will accept. Erroneous data is inaccurate data that the
program will not accept. Boundary data is typically on the ‘edge’ of a range of possible values
that may or may not be accepted. Not all tests may require data entry.
the test strategy
● the initial test plan, using the headings shown, with all four columns completed. It should
be labelled ‘Initial Test Plan’
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Year 10 – Trinity Term 1 – computer science –programming project
Report content for implementation
For this stage, the report should include:
● a copy of the program code; any refinements should be noted as comments in
the final
program.
● screenshots demonstrating effective use of debugging skills to correct errors
Report content for testing, refining and evaluation
For this stage, the report should include:
● the updated and complete Test Plan (labelled ‘Final Test Plan’)
● the evaluation

Python

Flowchart
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Year 10 – Trinity Term 2 – computer science -pseudo code
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Year 10 – Trinity Term - Business Enterprise -Understanding resources for planning
2.1 Human Resources
Stages of Recruitment
1. Identifying a need – Before the stages of recruitment can begin, the company must
identify a need; why do they want to recruit a new staff member?
Perhaps the business has grown and so they need more staff, or maybe staff members have left
the role/retired/gained promotion? Or, maybe the business has changed in some way and so a
new skill set is required from new staff members.

2. Job Description and Person Specification - Job Description – the employer must set out
the duties and responsibilities of the role, who the new staff member will be responsible
for, who they will report to as well as the required hours and hourly pay or salary.
Person Specification – this is measured against in order to assess the individual’s suitability for
the role. It will set out various essential criteria along with desirable criteria. Examples include
qualifications, experience and attributes.

3. Advertise a Position
Advertising a position is key in attracting the best candidates. The following should be included
within an advert:
•
Details about your business, what it does and what size is it
•
Job title and description
•
Details of hourly wages or salary
•
Location of the job
•
The days and times which the employer wants you to work
•
A detailed description of the specifics of the role as well as the level of responsibility.

4. Shortlisting Applicants - Shortlisting is when candidates who have applied for the job
vacancy are then reduced so that only the most suitable candidates are moved to the next
stage of the recruitment process.
Shortlisting must be carried-out in an honest, fair and traceable manner. Many employers
assess the number of essential criteria and desirable criteria met within each application.
Points may be scored to determine whether each candidate has shown evidence of each
competence.

Continue…

6. Obtaining References and
Offering the Position - A potential employer may ask a candidate for
two references, preferably previous employment if possible.
A reference may be used to check for honesty within the application,
assess whether they are of good character and check for any previous
safeguarding concerns if applicable.
When offering an individual the position, it may be done in writing in
order to state the start date, the hourly pay and hours of work and
where to arrive and who to report to on your first day.

2.1.3 Legal Considerations
Contract of Employment - When offered a job, you will be given a
contract of employment which sets out the terms of the role offered
and what is required from both yourself and your employer. This
contract is legally binding.
A contract may be written (in writing) or verbally agreed. It may take
many forms such as in an employee handbook or through a letter from
the employer.
A contract of employment is required by law and may include the rate
of pay, holiday allowance and health and safety regulations. There
may be implied terms included which are not written down, e.g. being
punctual, not stealing.

Types of Contract -There are different types of employment
contract, e.g. permanent, temporary or fixed term.
•
•

5. Conducting an Interview - After the shortlisting process, candidates may be invited to
attend an interview. Usually, all interviewees are asked the same series of questions and the
interview panel assesses each answer with a written mark.
At the end of the interview, the points are added up and the candidate with the highest
amount of points may be offered the role, subject to providing satisfactory evidence of
references and qualifications.

•

Permanent – your employment does not have an end date,
providing good job security for you.
Temporary – your employment will be for a temporary
period, perhaps for seasonal work such as throughout
Christmas. There will still be a notice period.
Fixed Term – your employment will end on a fixed end date.
An example may be covering maternity leave as the
employer knows when the employee will be returning.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term - Business Enterprise -Understanding resources for planning
2.1.3 Legal Considerations Types of Contracts Continue ….

2.1.4 Staff Development
Induction - When starting a new job, you may be given an

A contract of employment may be for either part time work or full time work. Therefore, you may
be employed part time on a permanent contract, full time on a temporary contract, or any other
combination.
Full time – a full time employee will usually work over 35 hours per week
Part time – hours may vary but could range between 1 hour through to 34 hours.
Alternatively, a zero hour contract may be used when the employer does not know how many
hours work they can give an employee. This does not offer much job security.

induction which introduces you to your new working
environment, your colleagues and the job role itself.
You may be told the health and safety guidelines, the policies
and procedures of the company and how to carry out your
duties. You will also be made aware of general information
such as where the canteen is and where the nearest toilets are.
Staff Appraisals - A staff appraisal may be carried out every
year to review the performance of the employee. Targets may
be set for the next working year and the employee may be
offered motivation to improve and develop, discussing any
Continuous Professional Development applicable. Any targets
set should be SMART – specific, measurable, accurate, realistic
and time-bound.
Training - There are many reasons why staff training is carried
out.
In some sectors, new ways of carrying out and completing tasks
are continuously evolving and so it is important for all
employees to maintain up to date knowledge.
Qualifications may adapt or change and a company may
require its employees to up date their skills.
There may be promotion opportunities available.
Training may be internal, carried out by other more senior
employees within the company, or external, by consultants or
trainers.

Equality in Recruitment - The Equality Act 2010 provides that it is illegal to discriminate against
anyone in regards to their race, nationality, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability,
pregnancy or being married or in a civil partnership. The Act encompasses all previous
discrimination laws.
In employment, employers must treat all employees fairly and equally, ensuring that there is no
discrimination in recruitment either. All individuals must be treated equally and be provided
equal opportunities.
Redundancies - An employee may lose their job and be made redundant. This may happen if the
business suddenly closes, or downsizes due to falling profits or if the products/services which the
business offers changes.
Certain redundancy procedures may be used, such as offering voluntary redundancy or using the
‘last in first out’ method.
Anyone made redundant will be entitled to compensation if they have worked there for over two
years and will receive an amount depending upon the number of years they have worked for the
company. They may receive one week’s pay per year of employment with the company.
Disciplinary - Employees must abide by a set of rules which set the expected standards and code
of conduct in the workplace. A disciplinary procedure ensures that an employee will not be
unfairly dismissed if they are accused of breaching the code of conduct.
A verbal warning may be given for minor mistakes.
A written warning is a more formal stage for more serious incidents or if an incident has happened
after a previous verbal warning.
Failure to improve or if the employee commits a much more serious offence, they could be given a
final warning.
Instant dismissal may be used for very serious offences such as being violent or stealing in the
workplace.

2.1.5 Pay and Remuneration
Wages and Salaries - A wage is a regular payment paid for the
hours you have completed. You may get paid weekly,
fortnightly or monthly. An employee working in a restaurant
or a shop will probably be paid per hour.
A salary may be paid monthly and is a fixed amount, regardless
of the hours worked. This may mean that a salaried employee
may work many more hours than a standard 37 hour week but
receive no extra pay. There is usually more responsibility and
more is asked from the employee.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term - Business Enterprise -Understanding resources for planning
Types of Funding:
When starting-up your own business, you will usually need some money
to buy any equipment, premises, vehicles, etc. The type of funding and
the amount of money you will need depends upon the type of business
and the size of the potential business. Your credit history may also be
taken into consideration for some types of funding.
Personal savings – the best way to fund your potential business is
through your own personal savings. This is your money and so you can
access it immediately and you do not have to pay it back. You will be
risking your own money, however.
It may be possible to apply for a bank loan, depending on your credit
history. Amounts will vary but you will of course have to pay back the
loan, with interest.
A credit card may be easier to apply for than a loan but you would only
secure a small amount of money. Your credit limit may increase over
time if you pay back what you have initially borrowed, however.
Interest rates may be much higher than a bank loan and you will still
have to sign a credit agreement.
It may be possible to borrow money from friends or family, who may
allow you to repay it over a longer term and with no interest, depending
on their own position.
It may be possible to apply for a grant from your local government,
although there are strict criteria to meet before you can apply. Grants
encourage local entrepreneurs to grow businesses and you would not
have to pay back the grant.
The Princes Trust is a charity that supports and help disadvantaged
young people, providing practical advice and financial grants. There is a
criteria to meet but a grant does not have to be paid back.

Types of Funding continue ….
You could apply for an overdraft on your existing bank account. This may be quite
easy to do although there will of course be charges applied such as interest on the
money borrowed.
The term Business Angel refers to a wealthy investor who may wish to invest in your
business. The investor may ask for a percentage of the business in return for their
investment. You may be able to use the expertise of the investor.
Crowdfunding may be used for a variety of reasons, including starting up your own
business.
Many businesses use trade credit as a source of finance, which enables the business
to acquire goods on credit. This means that the business may be able to gain
materials from a supplier, but the business may have a period of time before they
have to pay for the materials.
Financial Concepts and Calculations:
Sales revenue is the money earned by a business over a set period of time, for
example a year. You may find that sales revenue is sometimes called turnover. The
calculation to find the sales revenue of a business is:
Revenue = Price x Quantity
The gross profit of a business is the amount of money left from the sales revenue
after the cost of sales have been deducted. The cost of sales is the direct costs
involved in making the product such as the direct materials and the direct labour.
The calculation to find the gross profit of the business is: Gross Profit = Sales
Revenue – Cost of Sales
The net profit of a business is calculated by taking the gross profit and deducting all
other expenses such as utilities and rent.
The amount of money left over is the net profit and this is the final profit of the
business for that particular year. The calculation to find the net profit is:
Net Profit = Gross Profit – Expenses

https://www.princes-trust.org.uk/
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Year 10 – Trinity Term - STATISTICS – REVISION AND EXAM PREPARATION
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Sport Studies – Contemporary Issues in Sport – LO1
Box 1: Sport is a reflection of society and many of the issues
that affect society are also prevalent in sport. For the same
reasons, sport can also be a force for good at local, national and
international level because of its ability to bring people
together.

Box 5: Some solutions that may affect participation in sport (promotion):
• Targeted promotion (promoting in places visible by that demographic),
• Using role models to encourage participation,
• Initiatives aimed at promoting participation (free swimming for over 60’s, reduced rates at
certain times).

Box 2: Different user groups who may participate in sport:
• Ethnic minorities,

Box 6: Some solutions that may affect participation in sport (access):

• Retired people / people over 50,

• Access to facilities (transport in rural areas, ramps for wheelchair access),

• Families with children / teenagers,

• Sensible pricing / concessions (unemployed / young children).

• Disabled people,
• Unemployed / socially disadvantaged.

Box 3: Some of the barriers that may affect participation in sport:
• Not much free time available due to work / school commitments,
• Family commitments (looking after children),
• Disposable income (unable to afford cost of participation),
•

Accessibility to facilities / equipment,

• Awareness of what is available (activities not advertised),

• Portrayal of gender issues in sport / role models with perfect figures.

Box 7: What factors can impact upon the popularity of sport in the UK:
• Participation: football is a wide spread, mass participation sport as a result of strong
infrastructure being in place, not just in the UK but in many other countries,
• Provision: tennis lacks easily accessible courts and as a result base level participation is low,
• Environment / climate: snow sports for example are impractical in many places particularly in
the UK therefore following and participation in this is low.
• Spectatorship / media coverage: making it easy for people to view live sport.
• Role models / acceptability: are there any female footballers from minority ethnic groups? Is
it acceptable to ‘hurt the opponent’ in boxing?

• Specific sessions for different demographic groups for example
wheelchair sports,

Box 8: Trends in the popularity of different sports in the UK are always changing for different
reasons. Statistics and studies show that current growth sports in the UK in terms of numbers
are recreational walking, fishing/angling, cycling and swimming. Growth of new emerging sports
and activities in the UK include ultimate frisbee.

• Planning times to suit different groups for example Mummy and baby
activities in morning (not late at night).

Questions:

Box 4: Some solutions that may affect participation in sport (provision):

1. State the different demographic user groups who may participate in sport.
2. Different demographic user groups experience differing barriers to participation. Can you
explain some of the barriers to participation for different demographic user groups.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Sport Studies – Contemporary Issues in Sport – LO2
Box 1: What values can be promoted through sport?

Box 3: Sporting behaviour is important for both performers and spectators including:

• Team spirit (learning how to work together and support
others by playing fairly as a team),

• Fairness, promoting values, safety of participants / spectators etc.

• Fair play (learning the importance of adhering to the rules
and being fair to others),

• Sportsmanship (giving the ball to the opposition when they have kicked it out when an
injury occurs to the your team),

• Citizenship (being involved in your local community through
sport),

• Gamesmanship (also known as time wasting if your team are winning),

• National pride (supporters and performers unite over
events),

• Sports initiatives to break down barriers (‘Kick racism out of football’)

• Excellence (striving to be the best possible, to make the
team).

Box 4: There are many arguments for and against performance enhancing drugs in sport
and many reasons why they are used including:

Box 2: Olympics and Paralympics:

• Performers having pressure to succeed as an individual as well as pressure from team,
supporters etc.

The symbol of the five interlocking rings represents the
union of five continents.
The Olympic and Paralympic values include Respect,
Excellence, Friendship, Courage, Determination,
Inspiration and Inequality.

Other initiatives and events promoting values through
sport include: Sport Relief, Sport England, FIFA’s Football
for Hope Campaign, England Cricket ‘Chance to Shine’
programme.

• Spectator etiquette (quiet during rallies at the tennis, quiet during play in snooker),

• One of the negatives of performance enhancing drugs is long term health effects,
consequences when found to be guilty, knowing you have an unfair advantage over
opponent.
• The impact of taking drugs will damage a performer’s reputation.
• One of the arguments in sport with regard to drug taking is should there be a
distinction between use of performance enhancing drugs vs recreational drugs –
should performance enhancing drug takers compete in a separate league?
Questions:
1. State 3 reasons for and against drug taking in sport.
2. Explain some of the values that can be promoted through sport.
3. Research some of the initiatives promoting values in sport for example Sport Relief.

‘The most important thing is not to win but to take part, just as the most important thing in life is not the
triumph but the struggle. The essential thing is not to have conquered but to have fought well.’ Pierre De
Coubertin
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – Sport Studies – Contemporary Issues in Sport – LO3/LO4
Box 1: Hosting a major sporting event such as The Olympics
/ Paralympics, The World Cup or a Master Event will only
happen once in any given city / country in a generation.
A regular event for example the UEFA Champions League
Final is an annual event in the UK which a city would host
more than once in a relatively short period of time but it is
shared around as a rule.
Regular and recurring events would include hosting a
Formula 1 Grand Prix annually. It would normally be
contracted for a period of years to the host country / city.
If a country / city are going to host a large scale sporting
event for example The London Olympics in 2012 a large
amount of investment is required and also sponsorship
deals with companies to aid the costs. However there is a
legacy to be achieved as a result including increased profile
of sport, a social legacy and an economic one such as new
buildings and facilities.

Questions:
1. What are some of the barriers to cities hosting major
sporting events?

2. What are some of the benefits to cities of hosting
major sporting events?
3. Discuss some of the of National Governing Bodies in
sport and these link to the benefits of hosting a
major sporting event.

Box 2: The potential barriers and benefits to cities hosting major sporting events:
Barriers:

Benefits:

• Bidding to host can be an expensive
exercise and you may not be awarded the
event.

• Investment in developing/improving
transport system.

• Can cost host more than raised in
revenue.
• Facilities can end up being left after the
event.
• Can have a negative effect on the country
if the event is not run
properly/disorganized.

• Increased direct / indirect tourism.
• Commercial benefits.
• Participation may increase in some sports.
• Improvements in sporting facilities which
can be used by people in the local area.
• Raise the morale of the country.

• May help to promote one sport but others
may suffer as a consequence.
Box 3: There are links between potential barriers and benefits of hosting a major sporting events. Many of
the benefits and drawbacks are relevant to more than one legacy areas (sporting, social, economic) (e.g.
sports facilities could have both sporting and social legacy).
Box 4: What are the roles of National Governing Bodies in sport:
• Promotion: promoting participation (equal opportunities), increasing popularity (particularly in
schools), exposure in the media.
• Development: elite training and development, coaching awards and qualifications, training of officials.
• Infrastructure: competitions / tournaments, rule making and disciplinary procedure, providing a vision.
•

Policies and initiatives: promoting etiquette and fair play, anti doping policy, community programmes.

• Funding: lobby for and receive funding from different streams and then distribute these funds fairly
including grants, memberships, subscriptions, lottery funding, fundraising events.
• Support: providing technical advice and providing location and contact information for clubs, how to
get started with the sport and introducing grass routes programmes.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – MUSIC TECHnology – Understanding Music: Key Requirements
Describe the contributing traits of two contrasting contemporary
musical styles

Listen to a piece of music, recognizing and discussing the following musical
elements

Rock ‘n’ Roll (1950s)

Tonality – Learners will identify the Major/Minor, Tonal/Atonal characteristics of the
track
Reggae (1970s)
Hip-Hop (1980s)

The factors that influenced its inception – Learners will consider the
economic/political/social climate that led to the inception of the chosen style
Inception How this was formed, this can relate to styles, substyles or revivals
Significant artists/bands/producers – Learners will select prominent
artists/band/producers that accurately illustrate the chosen style
Significant An artist/band/producer that is either prominent with the style or
has in some way contributed to its evolution
Important recordings/performances/events – Learners will select seminal
recordings/performances/events that accurately relate to, and illustrate the
chosen style

Tonality Major, Minor, Tonal, Atonal (essential for assessment) modulation, relative
major/minor, tonic major/minor (good practice)
Tempo – Learners will identify the tempo and relate this to the feel of the track
Tempo The BPM (beats per minute) of the given piece of music (essential for
assessment), simple and compound time (good practice)
Instrumentation – Learners will identify contemporary instrumentation present on the
selected track and describe the effect this instrumentation has on the overall recording
Instrumentation The instrumentation present within the given piece of music, e.g. The
Beatles – Drums, Bass, 2 x Guitar, 4 x Vocals (essential for assessment)
Lyrical content – Learners will consider and analyse lyrical content (where appropriate)
and analyse the tracks meaning
Lyrical Content The lyrical message of the track or specific language used

Important A recording that received commercial, cultural, or innovative
recognition
Imagery and fashion associated with the style – Learners will provide
examples of imagery and fashion describing how they were used and to what
effect.
Imagery Album covers, associated artwork, artist/band/producer stage
appearance
Fashion Clothing/accessories associated with the style. Worn or referenced
by either artist/band/producer or fans

Production techniques – Learners will recognise the balance of the tracks mix, panning,
effects, and EQ.
Production Techniques The use of production during the recording process or applied
afterwards. This can consist of, but is not limited to:
Panning The way the track is presented in stereo sound (the balance between
left and right). Are different instruments or vocals more prominent on one side
of the recording
Mix Levels How the track is mixed, i.e. the relative volumes of each instrument
or vocal.
EQ How the tone of instruments is sculpted to enhance or change them.
Effects How processes are added to sounds to alter their characteristics.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – MUSIC TECHnology – Understanding Music: Rock ‘n’ Roll
Significant artists/bands/producers
Chuck Berry: Influenced by blues and country, played a
major part in the fusion or rock ‘n’ roll from R ‘n’ B and
hillbilly
Bill Haley & The Comets: Uninhibited dancing style
appealed to teenage audience as it represented rebellion.
Took Rock ‘n’ Roll outside of America, by touring Europe
and Australia
·
Elvis Presley: Brought Rock ‘n’ Roll to both black and
white audiences, achieving success in the R ‘n’ B and
Country charts simultaneously
Sam Philips: Producer and owner of Sun Records. Often
referred to as ‘The Father of Rock ‘n’ Roll, owing to his role
·
in nurturing new talent and having ‘discovered’ many of the
earliest Rock ‘n’ Roll Artists.
Jerry Lee Lewis: Developed a distinctive style, influenced
by R and B, Boogie Woogie and Gospel. Moved rock ‘n’ roll
·
away from guitars to a piano-based sound
Eddie Cochran: He experimented with multi-track
recording and over dubbing in early 1960s
Gene Vincent: Considered to be Rockabilly’s greatest
vocalist
·
Little Richard: One of the first Rock and Roll singers in
America.
Buddy Holly: One of the pioneers of early rock and roll.
Holly managed to bridge the racial divide that marked music
in America along with Elvis and Chuck Berry.
Alan Freed: DJ who started broadcasting Moondog’s Rock
n Roll Party in 1952
Imagery & fashion associated with the style
Associated fashions included narrow lapels on jackets and drain-pipe trousers, white socks, string ties, cowlick hair, full ballerina-length skirts, “waspy” belts, flat slip-onshoes, pony tails.
·

Factors that influenced its inception
Rock 'n' roll has many roots - gospel, blues,
country - dating back to the nineteenth
century and before, but the emergence of
rock ‘n’ roll really began with the social and
economic changes stemming from the
Second World War.
Through rock ‘n’ roll, young people began
searching for an identity. Before the 50s and
Rock ‘n’ Roll, there was no such thing as a
‘teenager’ – young people listened to
whatever their parents did.
Rock ‘n’ Roll gave them the opportunity to
have their own music, clothing, style and
identity – the rebellious age of the teenager
had begun.
Amplified instruments were gradually
becoming available, and this meant that
electric guitar and bass soon became
dominant, with the guitar become the solo
instrument
Was heard in live dance halls, on juke
boxes in coffee bars and on radio and was
associated with dances such as the jive and
the twist. Rock and Roll music was
frequently associated with rebellion, and
was popular with teenagers – a group who
had only just developed their own identity.

Important recordings/performances/events
‘Rocket 88’, (1951):a precursor of rock ‘n’ roll, aimed
solely at black audience
1953: Alan Freed organized an R&B stage show at the
Cleveland Arena.
st
1954: ‘That’s alright’, Elvis Presely: Elvis’ 1 release.
‘Honey Don’t’, Carl Perkins: One of the first original
Rock ‘n’ Roll songs.
st
‘Ain’t that a shame’, Fats Domino (1955): 1 record to
breakthrough to white audience/market in the pop
charts, making him a Rock ‘n’ Roll star.
‘Maybellene’, Chuck Berry: his first hit – a year before
Elvis became famous, was popular across a wide
spectrum of the population, both black and white, and
particularly a teenage audience
‘Rock around the Clock’, Bill Haley & The Comets: is
considered the first rock ‘n’ roll hit, and was popularised
by the 1955 film ‘Blackboard Jungle’, thus introducing
rock ‘n’ roll to a wider audience through the medium of
cinema. It was again used in the 1956 film ‘Rock
Around the Clock’
1956: Elvis signs for RCA, recording ‘Heartbreak Hotel’
st
– his 1 international hit – his sound became more
commercialized.
1955-9: Boom years for record industry where Rock’n’
Roll becomes more internationally known.

Musical Features
Usually uses 12-bar blues structure based on a repeated
sequence using three chords, with Walking bass lines.
Basic rock beat developed from jazz, and also featured
strong back beat on 2 and 4, as in country. ‘Shuffle
rhythm’ with slightly swung quavers was also common.
Energetic delivery with screams and shouts, simple
lyrics, scat singing (a type of jazz singing where
nonsense syllables are used – e.g. doo wah) and the
use of the blues scale. Backing vocals often in unison.
Less improvisation than in rhythm and blues and
country, and a developing verse – chorus structure,
though this was still based on the 12 bar blues chord
sequence.
Call and response between vocal and guitar or piano.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term – MUSIC TECHnology – Understanding Music: Reggae
·

·

·

·

Factors that influenced its inception
Reggae emerged in Jamaica from its
predecessors Ska and Rocksteady and was
performed at a slower tempo with a more
laid-back feel.
After Jamaica’s independence, people
flocked from the countryside to Kingston,
seeking work and settling into shanty towns.
With high unemployment, Jamaican ‘rude
boys’ (disaffected youths on the street)
arose and became regular subject matter.
The roots Reggae style incorporated
elements of the Rastafarian religion into the
lyrics, with a political message concerning
the plight of the underprivileged Jamaican.
Engineer-producers such as King Tubby
and Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry worked with ‘dub’
recording techniques – creating dub
versions of songs which were also later
used to ‘toast’ over.

Significant artists/bands/producers
Duke Reid & Coxsone Dodd: producers who helped to
slow the tempo of ska, to form rock steady.
Toots & the Maytals: pioneered the Reggae sound
Bob Marley and The Wailers: Became the defining sound
of roots Reggae (Bob Marley, Bunny Wailer & Peter Tosh).
Helped Reggae to reach a global audience.
Jimmy Cliff: gained international fame as the star of the
movie ‘The Harder They Come ‘.
Chris Blackwell: Founded Island Records in Jamaica but
relocated to London.
Clement Dodd: Studio One producer, recorded The
st
Wailers 1 track ‘Simmer Down’.
UB40: British Reggae Band, gave Reggae a fresher sound.

Imagery & fashion associated with the style
Associated fashions included the colours of the Jamaican flag: green, gold, red and black – each colour
symbolizing a different thing, associated with the Rastafarian religion. Dreadlocks are also common features

Important recordings/performances/events
1962: Jamaica became independent.
‘My boy lollipop, Millie Small (1964): early reggae
success in British charts
‘Rudy a message to you’, Dandy (1967) – example of
a ‘rudeboy’ song.
‘Do the reggay’, The Maytals (1968): early use of the
term ‘reggae.
The Israelites, Desmond Dekker (1969)
‘Wonderful World, Beautiful People’, Jimmy Cliff
(1969)
1972: Blackwell signed Bob Marley & the Wailers.
1973: The Harder they come (film) was released
‘No Woman no Cry’, Bob Marley (1974)
‘I shot the Sheriff’, Eric Clapton (1974): Cover of
Marley’s song which was a big hit and inspired many
listeners to look up Marley’s music.
Freedom Fighters, Delroy Washington (1976)
‘One Love’, Bob Marley (1977)
1978: Bob Marley brings 2 opposing leaders together at
‘One Love’ concert in a bid to encourage peace.
Musical Features
Slow tempo with a laid-back feel. The bass guitar and
percussion are brought to the foreground, and guitar and
keyboards sent back in the mix, exchanging the
traditional roles of these instruments.
A Reggae bassline is very melodic and often the
defining feature. It normally avoids the first beat of the
bar. Drums also avoid beat 1, preferring to stress beat 3.
The guitar mostly plays chords on the offbeat, beats 2
and 4. Piano & organ also play on the offbeat. Horns
sometimes add countermelodies and would normally be
made up of Sax, Trumpet and Trombone.
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Year 10 – TRINITY Term- engineering
COMMON FEATURES OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

•
•
•
•
•
•

SI BASE UNITS

Geometry – the shape of the object; represented as views; how the object will
look when it is viewed from various angles, such as front, top, side, etc.
Dimensions – the size of the object is captured in accepted units. The
dimension is the numerical value expressed in appropriate units of
measurement and indicated graphically on technical drawings with lines,
symbols and notes.
Tolerances – the allowable variations for each dimension. Tolerancing is the
practice of specifying the upper and lower limit for any permissible variation in
the finished manufactured size of a feature. The difference between these
limits is known as the tolerance for that dimension.
Material – represents what the item is made of.
Finish – specifies the surface quality of the item, functional or cosmetic. For
example, a mass-marketed product usually requires a much higher surface
quality than, say, a component that goes inside industrial machinery.
Scale – The scale to be chosen for a drawing shall depend upon the complexity
of the object to be depicted and the purpose of the representation. In all cases,
the selected scale shall be large enough to permit easy and clear interpretation
of the information depicted. The scale and the size of the object, in turn, shall
decide the size of the drawing.

MULTI VIEW PROJECTION
A multiview projection is a type of orthographic projection that shows
the object as it looks from the front, right, left, top, bottom, or back (e.g.
the primary views), and is typically positioned relative to each other
according to the rules of either first-angle or third-angle projection.
.

unit

abb

physical quantity

metre

m

length

second

s

time

Smallest - - - - - - - - - Largest
Micrometre, millimetre, centimetre,
metre
Microsecond, millisecond, seconds

kilogram

kg

mass

Milligram, gram, kilogram

ampere

A

electric current

Micro amp, milliamp, amp, kiloamp

kelvin

K

Kelvin, degrees Celsius

candela

cd

thermodynamic
temperature
luminous intensity

mole

mol

amount of substance

Nanomole, micromole, millimole, mole

Microcandela, millicandela, candela

ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES
Mechanical

Hydraulics, gears, pulleys

Electrical

Power station, household appliances, integrated circuits

Aerospace

Aircraft, space vehicles, missiles

TITLE BLOCK

Communications

Telephone, radio, fibre optic

The title block (T/B, TB) is an area of the drawing that conveys header-type
information about the drawing, such as:

Chemical

Pharmaceuticals, fossil fuels, food and drink

Civil

Bridges, roads, rail

Automotive

Cars, motorcycles, trains

Biomedical

Prosthetics, medical devices, radiotherapy

Software

Applications, systems, programming

Author

Materials

Drawing
Number

Date

Scale

Sheet
Number

Title

THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION METHOD (above)
Measurement

BRITISH STANDARD BBS8888

With reference to the front view (a), the other views shall be arranged as
follows (see Figure 8). • The view from above (b) shall be placed above. •
The view from below (e) shall be placed underneath. • The view from the
left (c) shall be placed on the left. • The view from the right (d) shall be
placed on the right.

BS8888 is a set of standards relating to the layout of technical drawings, the
various ways of indicating required dimensions, the way in which tolerances
and surface finishes are identified, as well as the recognised systems for
adding other annotations, symbols, and abbreviations.

Dimension lines
are added to
show the
length of a line.
They have an
arrowhead at
each end.

It works to allow interpretation of a technical drawing by persons with minimal
engineering experience and even with limited grasp of the language in which
the drawing was first created.

UNDERSTAND THE MAKING PROCESS
1 Preparation

Drawing, CAD, sketches, plans.

2 Marking Out

Pencil, scribe, steel rule, tri square, marking gauge, calipers, centre
punch.

3 Modification

Saw, jigsaw, scroll saw, laser cutter, pliers, hammer, drill, file, glass
paper.

4 Joining

Riveting gun, spanner, screwdriver, hot glue, gun , soldering iron, nail
gun.

5 Finishing

Hand sander, glass paper, disc sander, buffing wheel, polish, spray paint,
varnish.

LINE TYPES

Dimension lines
always move from
the smallest to
largest – You can
see the largest
dimension line
(90mm) is at the
top

HEALTH & SAFETY LEGISLATION
Health and
Safety at work
Act

Personal
Protective
Equipment

Manual
Handling
Operations

Control of
Substances
Hazardous to
Health

Reporting of
Injuries RIDDOR
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Year 10 – TRINITY Term- Food and nutrition – International cuisine, food science and provenance
Keywords
Food additives
Any additive that is used in the UK has to
undergo strict testing to be approved.

Keywords
Structure and classification of simple carbohydrates
(sugars)

1. Artificial additives. Additives that are
made completely from chemicals.

1. Monosaccharide. Simple sugars made of small
molecules that are easily digested. They include
glucose, fructose and galactose.

2. Natural additives. Additives that are
obtained from foods naturally (e.g. beetroot
juice).

2. Disaccharide double molecules of glucose joined
together. They take longer to digest, They include
sucrose, lactose and maltose.

3. Nature identical additives. Additives
that are synthetic (made chemically to be
the same as a natural product)

3. Glucose. Simple sugar found in some fruits and
vegetables.
4. Fructose. Similar to glucose and is found mainly in
honey. It is very sweet and is often used by
manufacturers to replace glucose.

Type of
additive

Why used

Example
foods

Preservative

To extend shelf life

Fruit juice,
dried fruits
salad dressing

1. Sucrose. Made from cane sugar and sugar beet. It is
the most common disaccharide.

Flavour
intensifier

To improve the taste of food
by adding flavour.
To restore flavours lost during
processing

Savoury
snacks/savoury
foods, vanilla
yoghurts

2. Lactose. Found in milk. Some people find this sugar
difficult o digest.

Stabilisers
and
emulsifiers

To help foods mix together and
prevent ingredients separating
out when the product is being
stored.
To give foods a smooth and
creamy texture
To extend the shelf life of
baked goods

Colourings

To make foods look attractive
To boost the colour already
present in foods
To add colour to food lost
during processing

Sugar is a simple carbohydrate that provides the
body with energy. As a food it provides no other
nutrient.
Energy from food is used to maintain physical
activity, and all body functions.

Sugar is used to sweeten and flavour food
Manufacturers sometimes use additives during
food processing to extend the shelf life of foods or
to improve or change their flavour, taste or
appearance.
Additives can be use to keep food safer for longer
Additives can cause some people to have a skin
rash and they can cause hyperactivity in children.
An excess of sugar in the diet can lead to tooth
decay (dental caries)

3. Maltose. Found in grains. They usually have to be
fermented to extract the maltose
4. Intrinsic sugar. Sugar contained within the cell walls
1. Extrinsic sugars . Sugars that we add to recipes,
dishes we make and drinks

Fizzy drinks,
strawberry
yoghurt

Key points

Invert sugar. Used extensively in the confectionary
manufacturing industry because it does not crystallise
out of solution. Because of this quality, it is used to
retain moisture in products..

Quick test
1. Name two monosaccharides.
2. Name two disaccharides
3. Look at labels on food at home or in your bag/pocket.
Which contain invert sugar?
4 Why are sugars said to provide quick release energy?
5. Explain the term dental caries?
6. Look at labels on food at home or in your bag/pocket.
Find the preservatives. What are they called? What do
they do? Use the table.
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Year 10 – TRINITY Term- Food and nutrition – VITAMINS AND MINERALS
Nutrient

Function

Source

Effects of deficiency

Effect f excess

1. Required for a healthy immune system
2. Keeps mucous membranes of eyes,
digestive system and lungs healthy
3. Is an antioxidant

1. Retinol from animal sources: Dairy products,
Egg yolk, oily fish,
2. Beta-carotene from plant sources: fortified
spreads, yellow and orange fruits and dark
green leafy vegetables,.

1. Deficiency is rare in developed countries but can
lead to night blindness and a compromised immune
system
2. Dry mucous membranes

1. Can be poisonous, Builds up in the liver
2. Pregnant women should avoid eating too much retinol
from animal sources as it can cause birth defects

Vitamin B
Group

1. B1 (thiamine) release energy from
carbohydrates
2. B2 (riboflavin) release energy from
carbohydrates
3. B3 (niacin) release energy from
carbohydrates
4. B6 (pyridoxine) release energy from
carbohydrates
5. B9 (folate, folic acid) Essential for the
formation of DNA
6. B12 (cobalamin).Needed to form a
protective coating around nerve cells
Needed to keep the skin, eyes and nervous
system healthy

B1 Cereals such as wheat and rice, yeast, yeast
extract (marmite)
B2 Liver, kidneys, eggs, milk, green veg
B3 meat and poultry, pulses e.g. lentils
B6 A wide range of foods
B9 liver and kidneys, wholegrains, dark green
vegetables
B12 meat, fish and eggs, dairy products. Vegans
need to take a supplement as it is only found in
animal foods.

1. B1 the body will have slow growth and
development. Severe deficiency leads to beri-beri
2. B2 dryness of the skin around the mouth, poor
growth.
3. B3 deficiency is rare but can lead to a disease called
pellagra.
4. B6 can lead to headaches, weakness, anaemia and
skin problems
5. B9 tiredness and anaemia. Lack of folate during
pregnancy can lead to spina bifida. Folic acid is usually
taken
6. B12 tiredness and anaemia.

1. B1 No evidence to suggest that eating too much is
harmful.
2. B2 No evidence to suggest that eating too much is
harmful
3. B3 unlikely to eat too much in a normal diet. Taking
too much in the form of supplements can cause skin
flushes and eventually liver damage
4. B6 taking more that 200mg a day can lead to
peripheral neuropathy
5. B9 taking large dose of Folic acid can disguise a
vitamin B12 deficiency which can be a problem in older
people
6. B12 No evidence to suggest that eating too much is
harmful

Vitamin C
(ascorbic
acid)

1. Helps the body absorb iron from food
2. Essential for the formation of collagen
(the body's scaffold tissue)
3. Aids wound healing
4. Supports a healthy immune system &
fights infection

1. Fruits including – kiwi, strawberry, citrus
fruits
2. Peppers, tomatoes
3. Dark green vegetables including cabbage,
broccoli (but not lettuce)

1. Extreme deficiency is called scurvy. This is very rare
however symptoms include bleeding gums, wounds
not healing properly, tiredness.
2. Lack of vitamin C can also be linked to irondeficiency anaemia as absorption of iron will be
affected by lack of vitamin C

1. Excess vitamin C taken in the diet is excreted by the
body.

Vitamin D
(cholecalc
iferol)

Essential for absorbing calcium from foods
Helps in the formation and development of
strong teeth and bones

1. Sunlight in UK summer
2. Food sources – oily fish, eggs, liver, fortified
cereals
3. Added by law to margarine

1. Poor absorption of calcium – rickets (soft bones) in
children and osteomalacia in adults

1. It is difficult to eat too much vitamin D in a normal
diet. If vitamin D supplements are taken over a LONG
period of time, more calcium can be absorbed in the
body and deposited in the kidneys. This can damage
them.

Vitamin E
(tocopher
ol)

1. Is an antioxidant.
2. Helps the cell walls in the body stay
healthy.
3. Can help in the prevention of some
cancers and heart disease.

1. Vegetable oils lettuce, peanut seeds and
wheatgerm oil.

Deficiency is rare. Occasionally it can arise if a person
has a problem absorbing fat which contains vitamin E.

No evidence that eating too much cause harm

Vitamin K

Helps the blood to clot

1. Green leafy vegetable, cheese, asparagus

1. Deficiency in adults is rare
2. Babies have an injection of vitamin K straight after
birth.

No evidence that eating too much cause harm

Iron

Iron is needed to make haemoglobin in red
blood cells

Haem iron found in meat, offal
Non-haem iron found in wholegrain foods, leafy
green vegetables, fortified breakfast cereals.
Iron is only absorbed in the presence of vitamin
C.

1. Iron deficiency anaemia is the most common dietary
deficiency in the UK.
Symptoms include tiredness, paleness, lethargy

Taking more than 20 mg per day causes stomach pain,
nausea, vomiting and constipation

Calcium

1. Calcium is needed by the body to build
strong bones and teeth.
2. Essential for blood clotting process
3. Essential for nerve signal transmission
and muscle contraction

1. Dairy foods including milk, yogurt, cheese,
butter
2. Dark leafy green vegetables,
3. Fish with edible bones
4. Non-dairy milks fortified with added calcium

1. Lack of calcium in children can cause rickets and
Osteoporosis (brittle bones) in adults

Taking over 1,500mg per day can cause stomach pains
and diarrhoea.

Vitamin A

MINERALS

VITAMINS

FAT
SOLUBLE
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Year 10 – TRINITY Term - Art – Architecture
Keyword

Description

7. Embroider

Using sewing and thread to
add decoration

2. Stencil

3. Highlight

How an image is separated
into tones to allow for
processes such as spray
painting
Areas of light in an image/
the areas on a surface upon
which there is the highest
intensity of light being
reflected

4. Distort

pull or twist out of shape.
"a grimace distorted her fine
mouth"

5. Proportion

The correct, attractive, or
ideal relationship between
one thing and another or
between the parts of a
whole.
"perceptions of colour, form,
harmony, and proportion"

6. Contemporary

7. Collage

living or occurring at the
same time.
a piece of art made by
sticking various different
materials such as
photographs and pieces of
paper or fabric on to a
backing.

B. Command Words

C. Technique

Keyword

Description

8. Refine

To improve, enhance and change
elements of your work for the better.

9. Response

To produce personal work generated
by a subject, theme, starting point, or
design brief.

10. Investigate

To enquire into, examine in depth,
and/or analyse the relevance of a
chosen subject and associated
sources.

11. Research

To study in detail, discover and find
information about.

C1. Grid method requires you to measure
and draw a grid over an image
C2 The Grid method provides accurate
spacing for your image
C3 Acrylic Paint is a paint that will dry as a
plastic
C4 Acrylic paint can be used to paint bold
layered painting as it dries quickly
C5 Carbon Paper is paper that is coated in
carbon to be used for transferring images

D. Types of Equipment and Materials
Keyword

Description

D1 Round Brushes

Round brushes are the most versatile and widely used
brushes. Their shape makes them suitable for small
details and delicate lines. They can also be used to make
broader strokes and washes.

D2 Flat Brush

Flat brushes aren't as versatile as round brushes but
they're useful for blending and creating washes

D3 Spotter Brush

Spotter brushes are small round brushes with shorter
bristles to give extra control. They are excellent for
precise details.

D4 Wash Brush

Wash brushes are similar to flat brushes, but are much
wider. They are suitable for blending or applying lots of
paint.
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Year 10 – Trinity Term - PSHE – Health and Wellbeing
First Aid
Key term

First Aid Tips

Definition

1. Abrasion

Medical term for a graze to the skin. An abrasion is
damage to the superficial layers of the skin.

2. Adrenaline

A hormone released by the adrenal glands (just above
the kidneys). It increases the heart rate and causes
blood vessels to constrict. This hormone is responsible
for the ‘fight or flight’ response.

3. Anaphylaxis

A life-threatening whole body allergic reaction which
causes airway swelling and shock.

4. Concussion
(head injury)

An injury to the brain which causes ‘shaking’ / ‘jarring’
of the brain.

5. Contusion

A bruise (bleeding beneath the skin)

6. Epi-pen

An auto-injecting syringe containing adrenaline used
to counteract a major allergic reaction

7. Epilepsy

A medical condition characterised by repeated
seizures. May be controlled by medication

8.
Hyperglycaemia

High blood sugar levels

9.
Hypoglycaemia

Low blood sugar levels

10. Insulin

A hormone produced by the pancreas that reduces
blood sugar levels

11. Cardio

Relating to the heart

12. Pulmonary

Relating to the lungs

13.
Resuscitation

the action or process of reviving someone from
unconsciousness

14. Primary
survey

The quick initial assessment of a patient. Often
structured in an ‘ABC’ approach (airway, breathing,
circulation)

MAJOR BLEEDING
1. ✓ Call 911 and put on gloves (or a plastic bag) ✓ Have person lie
down with head lower than body.
2. ✓ Remove obvious objects from wound, but don’t clean it.
3. ✓ If organs have been displace, do not push them back in, simply
cover the wound.
4. ✓ Apply direct pressure with gauze / clothing until bleeding stops
(don’t “look” for at least 20 min), and apply pressure around
deeply embedded objects, not over them.
5. ✓ Do not remove gauze / bandage. Simply keep adding more as
needed
6. ✓ If limb (arm / leg) is bleeding, elevate it.

HANDS-ONLY CPR (Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation)
1. ✓ Call 911
2. ✓ Push hard and fast at the center of the chest
3. ✓ IMPORTANT: Hands-Only CRP is most effective if used
after you SEE a teen or adult suddenly collapse. If you are
trained in conventional CPR, you should use it if victim is
found unconscious.

15. Laceration

An injury where there is cutting or tearing of the skin

16. Recovery
position

A position where the casualty is laying on their side to
protect their airway
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Year 10 – Trinity Term - PSHE – Health and Wellbeing
1. HEALING

2. ENERGIZE

3. AWARENESS

4. LIVE

5. TIME

6. HELP

Practice:
Heal your hurt & pain. Deal
with the past or existing
issues that are currently
causing you problems.

Practice:
Empower your body & mind by
looking after yourself. Eat well
and exercise.

Practice:
Begin to take notice of what you
are experiencing i.e. your bodily
reactions or change in mood.

Practice:
Live & learn. Live life in all its
fullness. Take opportunities &
make opportunities. Look at life
as a lesson, learn from your
mistakes whilst moving on better
equipped.

Practice:
Make time for yourself. Find a
comfortable balance, whilst
doing the things you have to do,
as well as doing the things you
enjoy.

Practice:
Help yourself as well as
others. Be patient and kind
to yourself. Believe in your
value and that you are good
enough.

Why?
Avoiding pain will over time
increase it. Painful
experiences can result in
defining you, shaping you &
clouding your judgements.
Ultimately avoidance will
eventually steal away a life of
self-fulfilment & reaching
your full potential. Selfactualization. Talk and make
connections with others.
Talking can release stress & is
particularly a helpful way of
offloading, making sense of
situations & giving your
thoughts a voice. Talking
allows for relationships to
grow, strengthen & perceive
problems from a different
perspective.

Why?

Why?
Be mindful of not only what is
happening for you, but also try to
connect with your surroundings &
what is happening around you.
Once you begin to make these
connections, you’ll be able to
connect & empathise with how
others might feel, ultimately
promoting the tolerance of
people.

Why?
We are curious beings. Our
learning never comes to an end.
What we learn (including the
motivation we have for it) can
positively have an impact on selfesteem & efficacy, our life
satisfaction, our confidence & our
capacity to cope.

Why?
Give time to your strengthens,
without forgetting to work on the
weaknesses. Consider what it is
you need and how these needs
can be met. Surrounding yourself
with people that will bring the
best out in you will encourage
you and create confidence.

Why?
Learn to accept your
uniqueness, as well as
other’s differences. Offering
your support can reduce
isolation. It can create a
sense of belonging & in
general make the world
more habitable. Your act of
kindness can increase low
self-esteem, optimism, selfsatisfaction & happiness.

How?
Seek advice from your GP.
Support groups.
Self-help books.
Twelve step programs.
Counselling.
Reach out to friends/family.

How?
Drink plenty of water.
Relax & get the recommended
8 hours of sleep.
Exercise & keep active Join the gym/dance
class/drama group.
Try Tai
Chi/swimming/walking/jogging.
Read.
Learn something new/take a
course.

How?
Mindfulness/meditation
Learn how to actively listen to
others, as well as yourself.

How?
Try new things.
Visit new places.
Set realistic goals/ create a
bucket list.

How?
Volunteer your time to a
worthwhile cause.
Partake in a creative activity.
Take small steps in challenging
your fears & weaknesses.
Spring clean & organise your
home as well as your mind by
getting rid of what you no longer
need or want.

How?
Ask for help when you feel
the need.
Offer your support where
you can.
Trust in your capability.
Do not let False Evidence
that Appears Real (fear) hold
you back from reaching your
full potential.

Becoming active both
physically & mentally will
rebalance you emotionally.
Powerful chemical
endorphins in the brain are
released when we exercise.
The same endorphins that
make us feel energized &
give a feel good feeling are
the same endorphins that
promote calm & wellbeing.
A healthy nutritious diet
reduces the risk of chronic
diseases & increases
concentration and high
mood.
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